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A global problem 

Financial crime is one of the biggest challenges facing 
societies and economies around the globe. Organised crime 
uses the financial system to move its money secretly and 
illegally. This money comes from – and sustains – crime that 
affects people and businesses all over the world. 

While it’s a global problem, the UK is front and centre.  
Criminals launder an estimated £80 billion through the UK 
every year.1 And more than 760 UK-registered companies 
have allegedly been involved in financial crime from 13 
countries.2 Therefore, the UK has a key role to play in helping 
reduce financial crime globally. 

Criminals use financial services to launder the proceeds 
of counterfeiting, fraud, human trafficking, bribery and 
corruption and more. And the cost is human as well as 
financial. For example, estimates say 40 million people are 
trapped in modern slavery as a result of organised crime, 
costing the global economy €150 billion.3 

There are a number of ways criminals engage in financial 
crime. They  use technology to control funnel and mule 
accounts, depositing money in one country and withdrawing 
it moments later in another. They use compromised 
individuals, from politicians to professionals like lawyers 
or accountants, to move money for them. And they target 
banks’ customers for ‘cash-outs’, or cyber theft. 

The financial services sector has made a big effort to deal 
with financial crime. But the problem continues to grow. For 
this reason, we believe the time has come to refocus that 
effort across both the public and private sector.

1 Chris Price, “Cleaning up: Britain is taking on the money launderers”, 
The Telegraph, 23 November 2017, accessed 6 July 2018, https://www.
telegraph.co.uk/technology/britain-takes-on-money-launderers/

2 Ibid
3 Revealing the True Cost of Financial Crime – 2018 Survey Report, Thomson 

Reuters, 2018, accessed 27 July 2018, https://risk.thomsonreuters.com/en/
resources/special-report/true-cost-of-financial-crime-global.html

Shaping a new point of view 

We’ve helped many businesses across financial services invest 
in systems and controls to tackle financial crime, in addition 
to working extensively with regulators, law enforcers, financial 
institutions and other government bodies.

In 2017, we led a review for the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) on new technologies to combat money laundering. 
We interviewed over 100 financial institutions and over 200 
technology firms. This paper follows on from that work and 
looks at how the public and private sector can work more 
closely together to counter crime. 

We’ve drawn on insights from our work with clients across 
the anti-financial crime spectrum. From transforming 
customer onboarding to building bespoke intelligence 
functions and optimising transaction monitoring. And we’ve 
interviewed heads of financial crime, chief risk officers and 
money laundering reporting officers (MLROs) across the 
private sector, alongside senior figures from regulators, 
government bodies and RegTech and FinTech companies.

These conversations confirmed that financial institutions, law 
enforcers and regulators have started coming together to 
share data, and that they’ve had some success. But this paper 
also shows those successes are limited. The industry must get 
better at tackling financial crime, and it is entirely possible. 
But it is contingent on collaboration and data sharing. 

Two steps to a new approach 

We believe that two things are essential to underpin a new 
approach to collaboration:

1. more widespread sharing of data  
(both customer, transactional and other)  
through a central communication hub

2. deeper analysis of that data with more  
sophisticated technology.

Only by doing this can the sector make more headway 
against financial crime. And in the process, everyone will save 
time and money and boost their reputations. They’ll also rid 
global economies and societies of a persistent menace.

Much needs to change for financial institutions to get the 
upper hand over financial crime. Here we spell out what 
we believe change looks like and some of the work already 
under way, and what it will take to go further.

David Biggin

Financial services expert
Financial crime and tax evasion
PA Consulting

PREFACE

https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/britain-takes-on-money-launderers/
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/britain-takes-on-money-launderers/
https://risk.thomsonreuters.com/en/resources/special-report/true-cost-of-financial-crime-global.html
https://risk.thomsonreuters.com/en/resources/special-report/true-cost-of-financial-crime-global.html
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Facing a global problem 

Financial crime is a challenge with growing consequences for 
economies and societies around the world.

Organised crime generates the equivalent of 2.7 per cent of 
global GDP. Internationally, criminals launder up to $2 trillion  
a year through mainstream financial systems,4 compared to 
an estimated $1.6 trillion in 2009.5 

Fighting back, but falling short

Partnerships between the private and public sector have had 
some success. But still only 1 per cent of the proceeds of crime 
flowing through the financial system are seized or confiscated.

Legal constraints in multiple jurisdictions put limits on 
the data that banks can share with others, and how law 
enforcers can use it. 

Banks mostly focus on anti-money laundering (AML)
compliance to lower the risk of fines. But many don’t take extra 
steps that would help gain the initiative over financial crime.

Current partnerships to counter crime are slowed down by 
manual processes and a lack of common technology platforms. 

Taking a new approach

To tackle financial crime on a larger scale, the partners 
already collaborating must do so more closely. And they 
must use more sophisticated technology to track the 
patterns and trends of financial crime in real time. 

The UK’s new National Economic Crime Centre (NECC) will, 
from October 2018, combine data from different sources. It 
ultimately plans to integrate data more fully.

The NECC, and equivalents elsewhere, will need a 
standardised, uniform and automated approach to sharing and 
analysing data. The core should be a central co-ordination and 
communication hub for all partners to share data (as depicted 
on page 15).

4 Money-Laundering and Globalization, United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, accessed 28 June 2018,  
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/money-laundering/globalization.html

5 Illicit money: how much is out there? United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime, accessed 25 June 2018,  
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2011/October/illicit-money_-how-much-is-out-there.html

Here, data doesn’t just travel in one direction from regulated 
firms to law enforcement and government agencies. It 
moves in all directions. And partners use enhanced analytics 
to track financial crime methods and activity in real time, not 
after the event.

Making the change

Real progress against financial crime requires the following: 

• a change in mindset to start seeing the effort against 
financial crime not only as a compliance exercise, but 
as a commitment to overcome one of the biggest 
challenges to global economies

• leadership that understands how to overcome 
technological hurdles and break down organisational 
silos, as well as invest in technology and change 
existing systems. 

Businesses will need to see the change as an investment in 
innovation with concrete rewards including:

• lower cost and more efficiency – businesses will be able 
to redeploy resources currently devoted to costly manual 
systems. And they’ll be spending less on compliance

• stronger reputation – tackling financial crime more 
actively will boost public trust in the financial system

• lower risk – businesses with more sophisticated financial 
crime systems are less likely to face fines for not 
complying with regulations or losses as a direct result of 
financial crime.

Partners will also have to solve practical issues including:

• reaching consensus on what kind of data to share, in 
what form and at which intervals

• balancing how to adhere to current data protection laws 
while identifying new ways to exploit the data

• agreeing on a common technology platform.

This means coming together with a shared purpose to 
overcome the barriers, agree what data to share and how, and 
decide the funding and structures behind the new system.

THE ISSUE 
IN BRIEF 

Current efforts to counter 
crime are limited  

2FIGHTING BACK,  
BUT FALLING SHORT

Manual processes curb collaboration 

Businesses have invested heavily in anti-crime controls. But, 
historically, limited collaboration between them, and with 
private sector bodies, has produced a system that’s too 
slow-moving and defensive. Recent efforts to co-ordinate 
public and private sector efforts more closely have had some 
success. But they’re bogged down by manual processes 
stemming from a lack of joined-up technology.

To succeed, criminals must cover their tracks by moving 
money in ways that leave no trace and arouse no suspicion. 
Banks have set up a range of signals to help them spot 
‘bad actors’ and illicit transactions. In fact, they spent 
an estimated $8.2 billion in 2017 complying with AML 
regulations, and filing suspicious activity reports (SARs). 
That compares to $3.6 billion in 2008.6 

But they’ve had limited success. 

Banks can’t share all their data

There are legal constraints on the data that banks can share 
with each other and with law enforcers. So, if one bank 
bars a customer over suspicious activity, the customer 
can go to another bank, which then usually has to do its 
own investigation from scratch. The same applies if a bank 
operates internationally, as each branch is considered a 
separate legal entity.

Banks must hold on to transaction data for any possible 
financial crime investigation, but law enforcers can only use 
it if they can show there are grounds for an investigation. 
Law enforcement also generally operates at a national level, 
and requests for information between different countries’ 
police forces can slow down investigations. 

6 Nick J Maxwell and David Artingstall, The Role of Financial Information-Sharing Partnerships in the Disruption of Crime, Royal United Services Institute (RUSI), 
October 2017, accessed 27 July 2018, https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disruption-crime

7 Ibid
8 FCA fines Deutsche Bank £163 million for serious anti-money laundering controls failings, FCA, 31 January 2017, accessed 26 June 2018,  

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-fines-deutsche-bank-163-million-anti-money-laundering-controls-failure
9 FCA fines Barclays £72 million for poor handling of financial crime risks, FCA, 26 November 2015, accessed 26 June 2018,  

https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-fines-barclays-%C2%A372-million-poor-handling-financial-crime-risks

False alarms weigh down systems

A safety-first approach to reporting suspicious activity means 
systems for investigating alerts are swamped with false 
alarms. Alert criteria lead to many ‘false positives’ that take 
up banks’ and law enforcers’ resources unnecessarily. They 
can also lead to ‘de-risking’, where banks close off whole 
sectors of business, even though they’re mostly legitimate.

SARs, like alert criteria, can be a blunt instrument. Of 1,000 
alerts generated by banks’ systems, only a small handful 
are investigated. Estimates from financial intelligence units 
(FIUs) suggest the UK, the United States, Australia, Canada, 
Hong Kong and Singapore generated around 3 million SARs 
between them in 2017, with the volume growing by 11 
per cent a year. But as many as 80–90 per cent of reports 
have no operational value to criminal investigations.7 At the 
same time, if banks issue too few SARs, they could attract 
resource-sapping regulatory scrutiny.

Banks focus on compliance, not purpose 

This type of response to SARs is a clue that banks’ efforts are 
dominated more by the need to comply with AML regulations 
than the drive to defeat financial crime. In the UK, the FCA’s 
fines are becoming bigger and more frequent. In 2017, it set 
a UK record when it fined Deutsche Bank £163 million over 
weaknesses in its AML controls.8 That’s considerably higher 
than the £72 million it fined Barclays in 2015 for its handling 
of financial crime risks.9 The risk of losing a large chunk of 
annual profits is real, and growing.

Fines don’t just hurt businesses’ coffers. Their reputations 
also take a hit. And this matters when being seen as safe and 
dependable helps incumbent banks counter competition from 
newcomers, and makes customers more likely to switch.

https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/money-laundering/globalization.html
https://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/frontpage/2011/October/illicit-money_-how-much-is-out-there.html
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disru
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-fines-deutsche-bank-163-million-anti-money-laundering
https://www.fca.org.uk/news/press-releases/fca-fines-barclays-%C2%A372-million-poor-handling-financi
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Tech take-up could be faster

Firms are using technology to combat financial crime, 
especially where it overlaps with other benefits. Our 2017 
review of AML technology for the FCA found they’re most 
positive about, and most likely to use, technologies that help 
with onboarding and screening customers, and monitoring 
transactions. Our interviews for this paper reinforce that 
conclusion. It could be even more true if the technology came 
with a managed service, like the KYC service we developed 
with Thomson Reuters.10

But businesses are also embracing these technologies 
for benefits unconnected to tackling financial crime. For 
example, automated systems can be used to sanction, 
screen and/or onboard customers – reducing the risk of 
financial crime. They might also help replace earlier KYC 
systems hastily put in place to comply with regulations. And 
they might be a reporting compliance aid. But the biggest 
immediate draw for banks is a better customer experience 
that makes them more competitive. 

We’ve also found that take-up of technology has been slowed 
by doubts about its effectiveness or sustainability. Some large 
banks question whether it has the global reach they need, 
while others lack the expert staff to manage it well. Also, high 
costs put off smaller firms. And unfamiliarity is another barrier. 
“It’s hard to convince [banks] to buy something they’ve never 
heard of,” as one tech provider told us.

All these factors help explain why, between 2010 and 2014, 
only 1.1 per cent of crime proceeds flowing through financial 
systems were seized across Europe.11 

Partnerships succeed… up to a point

Banks, regulators, law enforcers, industry bodies and 
government have started working together through co-
ordination forums like the UK’s Joint Money Laundering 
Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT). 

The JMLIT is helping private and public sectors pool 
intelligence to understand financial crime, and how criminals 
move and store their money. Information from banks that 
doesn’t look suspicious in isolation can help the National Crime 
Agency (NCA), for instance, spot patterns of behaviour or 
criminal networks. Similarly, information from law enforcement 
agencies can help banks pinpoint criminal activity. 

10 Thomson Reuters: Launching the market’s first managed service for ‘Know Your Customer’, PA, accessed 6 July 2018,  
https://www.paconsulting.com/our-experience/launching-the-markets-first-managed-service-for-know-your-customer-thomson-reuters/

11 Nick J Maxwell and David Artingstall, The Role of Financial Information-Sharing Partnerships in the Disruption of Crime, RUSI, October 2017, accessed 27 July 
2018, https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disruption-crime

12 Joint Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce (JMLIT), NCA, accessed 6 July 2018,  
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/about-us/what-we-do/economic-crime/joint-money-laundering-intelligence-taskforce-jmlit

13 Nick J Maxwell and David Artingstall, The Role of Financial Information-Sharing Partnerships in the Disruption of Crime, RUSI, October 2017, accessed 27 July 
2018, https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disruption-crime

Sharing intelligence like this has produced some successes. 
Since the JMLIT launched in 2015, its work has led to:

• police arresting 63 money laundering suspects

• banks starting more than 1,000 investigations 

• banks closing more than 450 accounts suspected of 
laundering money

• authorities freezing £7 million of suspected  
criminal money.12

In 2016, members of a human-trafficking gang were 
convicted after police shared information with banks through 
the JMLIT, with the banks identifying the criminal network 
and reporting back to police. 

Internationally, similar initiatives have reaped rewards, 
including the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis 
Centre in Australia and the Monetary Authority of Singapore 
in Singapore. In its first four months, the work of Hong 
Kong’s Fraud and Money Laundering Intelligence Taskforce 
saw 65 arrests and led to authorities seizing HK$1.9 million 
of assets.13 Sixteen other countries, including the United 
States and Canada, either have partnerships like these or a 
commitment to creating them.

The people we interviewed all welcomed the JMLIT as a 
tangible and successful example of collaboration. As a 
figure from a UK regulator told us, “We’re seeing cases 
prosecuted now that wouldn’t have been possible two or 
three years ago.”

But these partnerships are hampered by:

• lack of capacity – there’s a limit to the time and 
resources organisations can devote to screening data, 
sharing it with others and following up each other’s leads

• lack of focus on the big picture – co-ordination forums 
like the JMLIT tend to focus on issues attracting attention 
at any given time, in any given place. That might produce 
knowledge about typologies and trends around people 
trafficking in Russia or suspicious transactions in India. 
But that has limited long-term value in tackling financial 
crime overall. And it stops compliance functions focusing 
on the real underlying risks

• lack of joined-up technology – because all members of 
these partnerships have different technology platforms, 
their joint work is largely manual and based on 
discussion that happens in the wake of criminal activity. 

Efforts to reduce financial crime have significantly helped in 
curbing the issue. But more needs to be done. It’s time to take 
a new approach and look at the problem through a new lens.

https://www.paconsulting.com/our-experience/launching-the-markets-first-managed-service-for-know-you
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disru
http://www.nationalcrimeagency.gov.uk/about-us/what-we-do/economic-crime/joint-money-laundering-inte
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/role-financial-information-sharing-partnerships-disru
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3TAKING A  
NEW APPROACH

Sharing more data and using 
it better will help track, and 
disrupt, crime 

Centralised data and dedicated technology across 
public and private sectors 

Getting ahead of financial crime means tracking  
it as it happens. To do that, all parts of the current anti-crime 
effort must share more data more freely through a central 
hub. And they must dedicate technology to processing the 
data to find and undermine the patterns that underpin crime.

Making a serious dent in financial crime demands closer 
co-operation between the public and private sectors. As a 
senior figure at a financial regulator told us, “Collaboration is 
the key to making the UK a hostile environment for financial 
crime.” Enabled by technology, the different players can 
form a system that disrupts crime by spotting risk as it 
emerges, and sealing off access to the financial system. 

Tracking crime in real time

For collaboration to truly work, it has to keep up with financial 
crime in real time. Organisations need to be able to ‘follow the 
money’ or, even better, ‘catch the money’. It’s far easier, for 
example, to stop money from leaving the UK for a fraudulent 
account in Bermuda than it is to seize it after it’s gone.

The current approach to financial crime is dedicated to 
regulatory compliance. So, banks and others may have 
controls and alerts in place to help them spot suspicious 
activity. But they don’t have the ability to study the 
criminal system in the round and trace its inner workings. 
To do that, they need more data and better data, and from 
different sources. And that, in turn, needs a new approach 
to the problem.
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Sharing and using data more effectively 

Integrated data, used in a proportionate way and in line with 
data privacy laws, would let collaboration happen faster and 
more efficiently. Everyone would use this resource, exploring 
the data to find patterns and typologies in financial crime 
that they can’t see just by relying on their own data.

And because the participants would submit data and 
process it automatically using analytics, they would follow 
crime in real time rather than acting after the event. More 
sophisticated analytics and technology, being developed by 
the public sector, will help analyse open data sets alongside 
banks’ own data. For instance, many banks were quick to 
run extra due diligence checks on their own customers using 
freely available data from the 2016 International Consortium 
of Investigative Journalists’ Panama Papers database. 

Instead of being manual and discussion driven, the sharing 
and analysis becomes automated, uniform and consistent. 
It produces a single view of the truth from a foundation of 
shared data. And that produces a clearer view of customers’ 
activity at the individual firm and overall market level, 
making it easier to spot suspicious behaviour. 

Moving data in many directions

In the current system, the flow of data is largely in one 
direction. Financial institutions submit their reports for 
agencies to act on, but relatively little data flows in the other 
direction. Nor do businesses share data between them. A 
hallmark of the new approach must be that data flows in 
many directions as participants use it to build a richer, more 
detailed picture of criminal activity and methods. 

More data sharing, in more directions, boosts the chances 
of new insights into customer activity. Data on customer 
transactions – where, when, how, how much, which product 
– produces clues like customers sending cash to high-risk 
countries for no reason, or using products outside their 
normal behaviour.

14 Rabobank: Using artificial intelligence to recognise customers and increase sales, PA, accessed 6 July 2018,  
https://www.paconsulting.com/our-experience/rabobank-using-artificial-intelligence-to-recognise-customers-and-increase-sales/ 

Technology now exists that can help profile unstructured 
data sets to generate meaningful insights. Our work with 
Rabobank did exactly this. It used new software to link three 
sets of data together, offering a better customer experience 
and increasing sales.14 There’s also a growing number of 
experts with the skills to harness this capability. Neither of 
these things existed a decade ago. Banks are introducing 
their own FIUs to capitalise on these new capabilities, but 
this effort needs to be shared, not compartmentalised.

Co-ordinating from the centre

The UK is about to take a big step forward by launching the 
NECC. From October 2018, partners from law enforcement, 
criminal justice, HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC), Serious 
Fraud Office (SFO) and regulators will come together in the 
new body, co-ordinated by the NCA. It will work closely with 
the JMLIT. 

This is an excellent basis for the joint effort needed to combat 
crime, and will act as a model for other nations to follow. As 
a senior figure in regulation told us, “The NECC is a positive 
step towards collaboration.” Ultimately, the ambition is to 
pool data more extensively than partners do now. Current 
NECC plans have a team drawing on different partners’ 
data to understand the financial crime threat and plan the 
response. However, to fully succeed, this will need to take the 
form of a central co-ordination and communication hub (as 
depicted on page 15). Here, banks, insurers, asset managers 
and others pool their reference, transaction and behavioural 
data with law enforcers, regulators, security services and 
government agencies. 

We’re proposing a shift from the current, highly linear, 
way of handling data to a new model that flows in many 
directions. Our diagram (pages 14 and 15) shows the 
difference between this new system and today’s, and what’s 
needed to make the change.

The NECC is a positive
step towards collaboration.

https://www.paconsulting.com/our-experience/rabobank-using-artificial-intelligence-to-recognise-cust
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4MAKING THE  
CHANGE

For a new approach to become a reality, much 
has to change, both practically and culturally 

Shifting from today’s methods of tracking financial crime 
to one where data flows more freely and organisations 
analyse it more thoroughly will make fresh demands on 
organisations’ cultures, as well as their resources.

Clear leadership to define direction

To make this new system a reality, the businesses and 
institutions who are part of it must think and work differently. 
Complementing a defensive approach focused on risk 
management with a more proactive posture won’t happen 
without clear indication of leadership. They’ll need to decide 
which part of the organisation leads the effort – and at board 
level there will need to be clear commitment and tangible 
evidence that disrupting financial crime is a corporate 
priority. And everyone in the organisation needs to know 
their role, from the relationship manager to the MLRO or 
head of compliance.

Also, businesses and agencies need to take shared 
ownership of the problem rather than ploughing their own 
furrow. Regulators can help here by rewarding collaborative 
and innovative contributions. Our interviews show that 
most participants in the current system believe the local FIU 
should take the lead in driving this agenda, as the NCA is 
with the UK’s NECC. 

New mindsets to overcome hurdles

If the key to success is more automation, the key to that, in 
turn, is a change in mindset among businesses. They’ll need 
to step up their commitment to dealing with financial crime 
in a different way and invest in new technology, like robotic 
process automation. That’s because there are obstacles to 
progress. Most banks’ systems update overnight, which rules 
out real-time data sharing today. Even switching to daily 
intervals would be a big step. Changing payment systems 
and the technology around them is costly, and potentially 
risky. So the initial ‘change cost’ would quickly run into 
millions of pounds.

Also, many have already invested heavily in technology to 
monitor transactions and onboard customers. Some have 
also invested in artificial intelligence systems like machine 
learning and natural language processing to help manage 
risk and ease the regulatory burden. And amid competition 
for finite resources, businesses will always be more likely 
to invest in technology with concrete business gains. Also, 
many might feel that being ‘first mover’ here offers little 
advantage if they’re building systems for others’ benefit.

So extra spending demands a strong business case. We 
believe the key to that case is to see anti-crime technology 
as an investment in innovation, with benefits:

• more efficiency and lower costs – initially, businesses and 
others will need to invest substantially in new technology 
and different systems. But they’ll be replacing a current 
regime that’s resource heavy. With new systems in place, 
they’ll be able to redeploy resources currently focused on 
manual processes. They’ll also spend less on compliance 

• better reputation – there’s a growing number of 
newcomers to the market, and new choices for 
customers about how they bank, and who with. A strong 
reputation and brand are invaluable in this environment. 
Firms tackling financial crime more actively will stand 
out as trust in them grows. This alone is a competitive 
advantage that financial institutions should find hard to 
pass up

A new way of tackling  
financial crime  
 

  

• lower compliance risk – mounting fines pose an ever-
growing risk to businesses’ profit margins. Businesses 
who understand crime in the financial system well 
enough to expose it are far less likely to be found wanting 
when it comes to compliance. In fact, by using data and 
technology in a concerted way with others, they’re more 
likely to be at the forefront of anti-crime efforts. That, in 
turn, will deter criminals from using their systems because 
they themselves will face more risk of detection.

Change on this scale also means there are practical issues 
to solve. The financial services ecosystem will need: 

Consensus on technology 

As we’ve seen, one of the reasons why the current system 
isn’t successful enough is that each player has their own 
combination of technologies. Banks use different customer 
onboarding and transaction monitoring technology, and SAR 
case management systems. Law enforcement agencies have 
their own SAR databases and case management systems.

The result is that they work in silos, rather than together. 
And any shared effort is based on manual activities 
and discussion rather than automated systems. A new 
approach calls for a common technology platform to 
speed communication between businesses, agencies and 
countries, and make data sharing secure, as well as making 
it possible to share insights. A senior figure from a financial 
institution told us, “Using technology will be essential for the 
prevention of financial crime. Very soon, things will be too 
complex for manual process.” It will also mean the NCA has 
to look for opportunities to better exploit analytics and keep 
cost down and maximise return on investment.

A standardised use of technology is the basis for sharing 
data in a more systematic way, at a faster rate and on a 
bigger scale. But it shouldn’t mean firms and others need to 
write off their existing technology investments. Instead, they 
must agree how to make the communication hub operate 

15 Re-Thinking Regulators: From Watchdogs of Industry to Champions of the Public [whole title in italics], PA, June 2018, accessed 6 July 2018,  
https://www.paconsulting.com/insights/2018/rethinkingregulators/

alongside their own systems.

When new and existing platforms are interoperable, users 
can see the connections between their own and each other’s 
customer and transaction data, at different levels of detail. 
And they can trace patterns between this and static, publicly 
available data. 

Consensus on what to share, and when

The central hub needs agreed standards on what data 
all participants submit, in what form and in what level of 
detail. They’ll have to decide on whether to share data on 
transactions and trends, or both, and whether behavioural 
data should be part of the mix. The new system will also 
need a common standard on how often to share information, 
whether it’s constantly, daily or weekly.

Regulatory guidance

One of the major constraints on the current arrangements 
for dealing with crime is the restrictions banks face on 
sharing customer data. A new approach will have to be 
based on clarity about how to handle what kinds of data, 
how it’s anonymised and how it’s kept secure as it moves 
around the network. 

This will call for a new regulatory framework that keeps 
current protections in place while letting participants use 
the data to get the insights they need – and share them. 
And this in turn could call on regulators to set the pace in 
this area, and create the right environment for innovation 
in the way that we’ve found business wants them to. Senior 
managers will have to develop styles of leadership that 
support this innovation. And regulators need to become 
more comfortable with trying new approaches and 
techniques so they become agents of change.15

Using technology will be 
essential for the prevention 
of financial crime.

https://www.paconsulting.com/insights/2018/rethinkingregulators/
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18 CONTACTCONCLUSION

TAKING THE  
FIRST STEPS

Money laundered through the financial system has 
increased by 20 per cent since 2009. It’s imperative to the 
health of our economies and societies that this figure falls.

The fight against financial crime depends on closer 
collaboration, built on smarter technology. But 
collaboration must come first. Partners must come 
together united in purpose and determination to share 
the data that lets them track and understand financial 
crime in real time. 

In the UK, the new NECC is the most tangible sign of this 
collaboration taking shape. Although it won’t feature a data-sharing 
hub immediately, that is one of its ambitions. An effort co-ordinated 
by a national FIU (in the UK’s case, the NCA) is a promising model 
for other jurisdictions to follow.

To make a new system succeed, participants will need early 
agreement on:

• the barriers they face, whether it’s organisational culture, risk 
policies or data privacy, and how to respond

• the data they’ll share and the technology they’ll need to be able 
to pool and analyse it

• the funding and structures that will underpin closer collaboration.

Next will come proof of concept tests, focusing on specific areas of 
financial crime. And then the capability will grow as the participants 
iterate new forms of analysis and communicate what they discover 
about trends and typologies.

But it will take strong leadership. Plus, a collective ambition to see 
the battle against crime not just as a compliance exercise, but an 
investment in the reputation of the financial system.

If our perspective got you 
thinking, please get in touch 
with one of our experts:

DAVID BIGGIN

Financial services expert 

Financial crime and tax evasion

david.biggin@paconsulting.com 
+44 7766 778 720 

GAVIN NEILSON

Financial services expert 
Banking and asset management 

gavin.neilson@paconsulting.com 

+44 7872 032 178

SCOTT PATON

Financial services expert 
Risk and compliance 

scott.paton@paconsulting.com 
+44 7768 147 283

paconsulting.com/financialcrime
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